
The perception of gemination in English word-internal clusters by Japanese listeners:  

A case for phonetically-driven loanword adaptation 

 

THE PUZZLE: When English words are borrowed into Japanese, word-final voiceless stops are 

borrowed as geminates when preceded by a lax vowel, as in (1). This gemination pattern has 

been analyzed by a number of studies (e.g. Katayama 1998; Kitahara 1996; Kubozono et al. 

2007; Kawagoe & Takemura 2013). 

 (1)  map ~  [map.pu] 

  set  ~  [set.to] 

rack ~  [rak.ku] 

Less well studied is the gemination pattern in word-medial positions; i.e. what happens to the 

initial consonant in consonant clusters in English, as in words like chapter and Chaplin. In 

words with such clusters, (i) no gemination occurs in the case of obstruent and obstruent 

clusters (abbreviated as Obs-Obs hereafter), as in (2); whereas (ii) there is variation between 

gemination and no-gemination in the case of obstruent and liquid clusters (abbreviated as 

Obs-Liq hereafter), as in (3):  

 (2) chapter ~ [tʃa.pu.taa] 

  doctor ~ [do.ku.taa] 

 (3) Chaplin ~ [tʃap.pu.rin] 

  Jaclyn ~ [dʒa.ku.riin] 

Existing loanwords such as those in (2) and (3) show asymmetry of geminate occurrence 

between the two conditions. This study first establishes the productivity of this asymmetry, 

and (ii) addresses where this asymmetry comes from. For the second purpose, we compare 

two possibilities: (i) the two types of clusters are perceptually different; i.e. there are phonetic 

differences in the target stop consonants between (2) and (3), or (ii) the two types are 

phonologically different somehow. We report two experiments that tease apart these two 

hypotheses, which collectively support the first, phonetic-driven explanation.  

 

EXPERIMENT I: First, in order to address the productivity of the asymmetry between the 

Obs-Obs type of words and the Obs-Liq type of words, we carried out perception test using 

non-words such as /pektin/ and /peklin/. There were six different items for each condition. A 

native speaker of English produced all the stimuli. Forty-one native listeners listened to each 

stimulus, and were asked whether the word-medial consonants sound like a geminate or not. 

The results show that 52.1% of the target consonants were perceived as geminates for the 

Obs-Obs type stimuli, whereas 71.1% of them were perceived as geminates for the Obs-Liq 

type stimuli (X2
(1)=54.0，p<.001). The results thus support the productivity of the asymmetry 

between Obs-Obs clusters and Obs-Liq clusters. 



 

EXPERIMENT II: The next experiment compared two explanations for the asymmetry 

confirmed in Experiment I: (i) the phonetic quality in /peklin/ somehow encourages the 

perception of gemination vs. (ii) there is a structural, phonological difference between (2) and 

(3) in English; for example, /k/ is in coda in /pektin/, whereas the /k/ is in onset in /peklin/. In 

order to tease apart these accounts, a cross-splicing experiment was conducted. The first 

syllables were cut off from /pektin/ and /peklin/ and cross-spliced before /tin/ and /lin/; i.e. 

/pekPreLiq-tin/ and /pekPreStop-lin/. The phonological account predicts the same result from 

Experiment I; i.e. more gemination in /pekPreStop-lin/ (the Obs-Liq stimuli). The phonetic 

account on the other hand predicts that /pekPreLiq-tin/ would be perceived with gemination 

more often, since /pekPre-Liq/ is responsible for the perception of gemination. The results show 

that the listeners perceive more geminates in /pekPreLiq-tin/ (68.8%) than in /pekPreStop-lin/ 

(22.4%) (X2(1)= 426.0, p < .001). We thus conclude that it is not the phonological context per 

se, but the phonetic quality of /pek/ that determines the perception of gemination.   

 

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS: Experiments I and II demonstrate that the phonetic quality of the initial 

CVC affects geminate perception in words of the shape CVCCVC. We further conducted an 

acoustic study of the stimuli of Experiments I and II, in order to pin down what the phonetic 

differences could be between (2) and (3). The results show that duration of target consonants 

is longer before liquids (Avg=107.5ms, SD=12.65) than before stops (Avg=89ms, SD=22.89); 

and recall that it is the former that induced more gemination responses in both Experiments I 

and II. Therefore, the phonetically longer consonants may have responsible for the more 

geminate perception in these experiments. 

 

Discussion: To summarize, Experiment I first confirmed the productivity of the asymmetry 

between (2) and (3). Experiment II, the cross-splicing experiment, shows that it is the 

phonetic quality of the first syllable that is responsible for the asymmetry. The final 

experiment shows that the target consonant is phonetically longer in (3) than in (2), which 

would probably lead to higher gemination perception. Taken together, our experiments show 

that phonetic details, which go beyond phonological contrasts, can influence loanword 

adaptation patterns (Pepperkamp 2005; Pepperkamp and Dupoux 2003; Takagi and Mann 

1994), if not that is not all there is to it in loanword adaptation (Yip 2006). 
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